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Millions Assisted: The Leadership and Union Support of
Alabamas Principal Object in Reichenbergs Victory Signatures

Learned Suddenly by Johnny
Bowen Conner

Abstract—This study examines the leadership and union support that led
to the success of Alabama’s Principal Object in Reichenberg’s Victory, a
grassroots movement aimed at protecting workers’ rights and improving
working conditions. Through an analysis of interviews, surveys, and historical
documents, this research provides insights into the strategies employed by the
movement’s leaders to mobilize millions of workers, secure union support, and
achieve their goals. Additionally, this study explores the sudden learning of
Johnny, a key participant in the movement, who gains a deep understanding
of the significance of signatures in the campaign. The findings of this
research contribute to a better understanding of the role of leadership and
union support in achieving successful social movements and highlight the
importance of education and awareness in driving meaningful change.

Keywords- trenton, dequindre, terrace, freeholder, barnett, detroit, discrep-
ancies, hartman, report, market
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II. RELATED WORK
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III. METHOD
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